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Filter cross reference

$7.95 Pete's Small Engine Shipping Flat Rate – Online ordering Discount Lawn Mower Parts Mower Lawn Mower Wheels Welcome to Pete's Small Motor Parts Discount Store. Most of the parts listed are top quality after-sales pieces that are made to OEM specifications. We try to give you the best prices on some of the best after-sales
pieces available. All references to the original team's part numbers and trade names are for identification purposes only. Replace BOBCAT 2721512 10715-BO 214 Cover Wheel Replaces BOBCAT 2721512P/N: 10715-BO List Price: $7.25 Our Price: $6.75 Click here to enlarge image 5 X 2-3/4 Wheel Bob BOBCAT Cover - Replaces
BOBCAT 2721512 (5/8ID) 3-5/16 Centered Center wheel and pulley replaces Bobcat 38096C 905-BO 214 Wheel and Pulley replaces Bobcat 38096CP/N: 905-BO List price: $905-BO List price: $905-BO List price $89.95 Click here to enlarge DRIVE WHEEL ASSEMBLY Replaces image: BOBCAT 36479 and BOBCAT 38096C - Fits
models: BOBCAT 36 and 48 medium size Hub units: 6 1/2 OFFSET Bore: 7/8 T read: Turf Saver Wheel Size: 13-650-6 Includes bearings and 9 traction pulley with tubeless wheel brake drum 4-ply 6-175 - Replace Bobcat 38012N 175-109-BO 214 Wheel Replaces Bobcat 38012NP/N : 175-109-BO List Price: $35.45 Our Price: $27.50
Click Here To Enlarge Picture HEAVY-DUTY STEEL DECK WHEEL Replaces: BOBCAT 38012N - Fits Models: BOBCAT 32-48 cut mid-size units - Hub: 2 1/4 CENTERED - Bore: 5/8 - Tread: Rib - Wheel Size: 6-175 - Grease zerk Wheel 9-350-4 - Replaces Bobcat 38510 8098-BO 214 Wheel Replaces Bobcat 38510P/N: 8098-BO List
Price: $91.72 Our Price: $52.75 Click Here To Enlarge Picture DECK WHEEL ASSEMBLY Replaces: BOBCAT 38510, 483800, 603925 and 903927 - Hub: 4 CENTERED - Bore: 5/8 - Tread: Smooth - Wheel Size: 9-350-4 - 4-ply - Grease zerk - 3 piece rim - Red color - Tube type Wheel 8-175 - Replaces Bobcat 76167 / 76096-C1 205-
112-BO 214 Wheel Replaces Bobcat 76167 and 76096-C1P/N: 205-112-BO List Price: $39.24 Our Price : $29.50 Click here to enlarge the image of the replacement steel wheel: BOBCAT 76096-C1 and BOBCAT 76167 - Fits models: BOBCAT front and rear wheel for 18; front wheel for 21 - Hub: 2 OFFSET - Boring: 1/2 - Tread: Rib -
Wheel size: 8-175 - Fat Zerk - Wheel wheel wheel wheel 10-175 - Replaces Bobcat 76168 / 76096-2C 205-120-BO 214 Wheel Replaces Bobcat 76168 and 76096-2CP/N: 205-12 0-BO List Price: $41.62 Our Price: $29.86 Click Here To Enlarge Image Steel Wheel Replacement: BOBCAT 76096-2C and BOBCAT 76168 – Fits to models:
BOBCAT 10 steel rear wheel for 21 - Hub: 2 OFFSET - Boring: 1/2 - Treading: Rib - Wheel size: 10 -175 - Fat zerk - Wheel wheel wheel wheel wheel Replace Bobcat 38510/382209/38264 175-500-BO 214 Wheel Replaces Bobcat 38510, 382209 and 38264P/N: 175-500-BO List price: $114.66 Our price: price: Click here to enlarge the
image wheel mount replaces: BOBCAT 2720646, 382209, 38264 and 38510. - Fits the models: BOBCAT 32, 36, 48 and 61 cut; front caster walk behind models - Hub: 4 - Boring: 5/8 - Tread: soft - Wheel size: 9-350-4 Spanner Bushing - Replace Bobcat 43180 45-188-BO 214 Spanner Bushing Replace Bobcat 43180P/N: 45-188-BO List
Price: $5.19 Our price: $3.48 Click here to enlarge spanner bushing replaces Bobcat 43180 – Spanner bushing 1/2 ID x 5/8 OD x 4-1/16 L Petes Small Engine has a flat rate shipping charge of $7.95 on all internet online orders! Pete's Small Engine leads Stens, Rotary and Oregon Aftermarket Parts. All references to the original part
numbers and trade names are for identification purposes only! Zero Turns: Bob Cat Zero turns Order Bob Cat Zero goes online and pay using Afterpay, ZipMoney, PayPal, and others. Buy great deals at Bob Cat Zero Turns at All Mower Spares where we have the largest collection online. Get the best deals on Bob Cat Zero Turns via All
Mower Spare Parts which is 100% Australian owned and operated with zero quality spins as Bob Cat Zero turns at great prices and fast shipping for all lawn mowers and outdoor power equipment spare parts and accessories both genuine and generic. When you need Bob Cat Zero Turns, go to All Mower Spares. SECURE PURCHASE
GUARANTEE All information is encrypted and transmitted without risk using the Secure Sockets Layer Protocol (SSL) Protocol 1982-2018 H and H Lawncare Equipment, LLC – All Rights Reserved Jacks works best with JavaScript enabled Learn more $7.95 FLAT RATE SHIPPING BY FULL ORDER, * Most items are shipped the same
day on orders placed before 12:00 p.m. Central Time. (see the order information page for more information and exclusions) Select Excel or PDF format. Get partial results from manufacturer searches, equipment type, model, engine type, make options and model. See PartDetail Add Part &amp;& amp; Qty to Donaldson List Manufacturer
Name Part NumberDescription See PartDonaldson P547520AIR FILTER, SAFETYView PartDonaldson P551807LUBE FILTER, SPIN-ON FULL FLOWView PartDonaldson P551808LUBE FILTER, SPIN-ON FULL FLOWView PartDonaldson P502535HYDRAULIC FILTER, CARTRIDGEView Partreplaced by P566904HYDRAULIC
FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P502532HYDRAULIC FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P502510HYDRAULIC, SPIN-ONView PartDonaldson P502382HYDRAULIC FILTER, FILTER SPIN-ONView PartDonaldson P502507LUBE, SPIN-ON COMBINATIONView PartDonaldson P500237AIR FILTER, PRIMARY
ROUND View PartDonaldson P502531LUBE FILTER, SPIN-ON FULL FLOWView PartDonaldson P619372AIR FILTER, PRIMARY VIEW PARTDONALDSON FILTER, SPIN-ONView PartDonaldson WATER SEPARATOR P502518BREATHER, HYDRAULICView PartDonaldson P502519 HYDROLYRIC FILTER, CARTRIDGEView
PartDonaldson P552203FUEL P552203FUEL SPIN-ONView PartDonaldson P574888 HIDRAULIC FILTER, CARTRIDGEView Part replaced by P550779LUBE FILTER, SPIN-ON FULL FLOWView PartDonaldson P502373LUBE FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P176887HYDRAULIC FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson
P177448BASKETView PartDonaldson P177628HYDRAULIC FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDONALDSON P500039AIR FILTER, PRIMARY ROUND View PartDonaldson P500093AIR FILTER KITView PartDonaldson P500099AIR FILTER, FILTER Primary Round View Filter p500103AIR, SAFETYView PartDonaldson P500111AIR
FILTER, PRIMARY ROUND View PartDonaldson P500112AIR FILTER, SAFETYView PartDonaldson P500113AIR FILTER, PRIMARY ROUND View PartDonaldson P502031LUBE FILTER, SPIN-ON FULL FLOWView PartDonaldson P502056LUBE FILTER, SPIN-ON FULL FLOWView PartDonaldson P502185LUBE FILTER,
CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P502188LUBE FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P502193LUBE FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P502201LUBE FILTER, CARRORIDGEView PartDonaldson P505951FUEL FILTER, SPIN-ONView PartDonaldson P550498FUEL FILTER WATER SEPARATOR, SPIN-ONView
PartDonaldson P550631FUEL FILTER, CARTRIDGEView PartDonaldson P550931FUEL FILTER, SPIN-ON WATER SEPARATOR Find the right oil filter for any job. Cross-reference all the first oil filter marks. Finding the right oil filter for your vehicle can be challenging. OilFilterCrossReferences.com facilitates you to cross the reference
of all the first oil filter marks in minutes. Find the filter you need for any car. Napa Filter Cross ReferenceBaldwin Filter Cross ReferenceFram Filter Cross ReferenceWix Filter Cross ReferenceK &amp;&amp; N Filter Cross ReferencePro Oil Change Coupons Home OEM/Cross Reference Lookup Your Complete Satisfaction with our
Products and Service are our Primary Goal! Application Associates &amp;&amp; BaldwinFiltersRUs is an independent provider of genuine Baldwin filters and is not affiliated with most of the manufacturers mentioned on this website. The original names of the equipment manufacturer (OEM) are the registered trademarks of each
manufacturer. In parts, filters and lubricant products marked as equivalents or substitutes, OEM names and part numbers are reference-only. Industrial and commercial website Developed by SmartSites Für alle unsere Angebote, Verkäufe und Dienstleistungen in der Schweiz und FL gelten ausschliesslich die nachstehenden Allgemeinen
Geschäftsbedingungen AGB. Sie bilden einen integrierenden Bestandteil des Vertragsverhältnisses. Abweichende oder zusätzliche Bedingungen werden nur anerkannt, wenn sie ausdrücklich und schriftlich vereinbart worden sind.2. AngebotOfferten sowie Abbildungen, Material- und Massangaben to Prospekten und Katalogen sind
unverbindlich. Offended ohne Gültigkeitsdauer verstehen sich freibleibend. Ist in einer Offerte eine Gültigkeitsdauer vermerkt, so the offer is binding for as long as the order is with us within this period Order/delivery timesAll oral and written orders are considered accepted if they have been delivered or confirmed by the SF Filter.
Cancellations and claims for damages are not allowed in case of delayed delivery or delivery completely disappeared.4. Prices Not otherwise agreed, the prices valid on the day of the order apply in principle. SF-Filter expressly reserves the right to adjust prices at any time. All prices are net plus VAT, packaging, transportation, cash in
delivery costs. Additional costs for special requests will be borne by the customer.5. ShippingThe delivery is made from Bachenbülach. For all deliveries, the customer assumes the risk of transport. The benefits and the danger will pass to the customer no later than the departure of the delivery from our warehouse. This also applies to
partial deliveries. SF-Filter may refuse deliveries if there are pending claims against the customer.6. Sample, sample, or visualizationSample broadcasts, sample and visualization broadcasts are generally charged. Special agreements are excluded. In case of repayment within 2 months, a corresponding credit will be issued, depending on
the condition of the returned goods.7. Payment Our invoices must be paid within 30 days from the date of the invoice, net, without any deduction. The exception is the special agreements made in writing. For installations starting at 30,000.– net, The General Conditions of Delivery of the VSM (Association of Swiss and Industrial Machinery:
One third of the deposit are applied within one month of receipt of the order confirmation by the customer – one third at the maturity of two-thirds of the delivery time - the remaining amount within a month after notification of availability for shipment by the supplier. The deviated payment terms require the express written consent of SF-
Filter. All delivered products are still the property of SF Filters until full payment has been made. Retention, compensation or reduction of payments for a notice of defect, delay in delivery or contrareclamation not recognized by us is not allowed.8. Complaints about defects and complaints by the customer must be made immediately, but at
most within 8 days, after receipt of the goods by the supplier.9. Warranty/warrantyThe warranty period is 12 months after notification of availability for shipping. The warranty obligation will be cancelled in the event of damages due to non-observance or non-execution of maintenance and inspection works or in the event of defects due to
undue storage, ignorance of operating regulations, malfunction, excessive insufistory maintenance, natural corrosion and/or other reasons. The SFFilter cannot be affected by consequential damage of any kind. Mobile filtration: SF-Filter guarantees the quality of all filters supplied by them and is responsible for engine damage within the
scope of the relevant legal provisions, provided that the only cause of the defect is demonstrable due to a filter supplied by SF-Filter. The warranty expires prematurely if the customer or a third party performs repair work on the goods without the prior written consent of SF-Filter. The rectification of defects is carried out at the discretion of
SF-Filter through repair or replacement delivery. Unless in cases where the customer or third party has been authorized or instructed in writing by SFFilter to carry out the repair, the supplier is not obliged to assume the maintenance and elimination costs. If the customer or third parties incorrectly executes SF-Filter instructions or
instructions, any liability of the supplier is excluded. Any damage must be reported within 24 hours and/or the damaged filter, including replaced spare ropes, must be made available for inspection within 8 days. Industrial filtration: The guarantee provisions of the VSM (Swiss and Industrial Machinery Association) apply to industrial filters,
machines and systems.10. Return of goodsThe customer has no right to return the goods duly delivered by us. A refund requires our express consent. Only goods and containers will be returned in perfect condition. A deduction is charged for processing and replacement costs.11. The place of celebration, place of jurisdiction and
applicable legislation in the place of performance and place of jurisdiction is Bülach for both contracting parties. However, SF-Filter reserves the right to assert its claims in any other competent court. Swiss law applies. The German version of the GTC is decisive. Terms.
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